The Unusual Suspects in Neurodegeneration
Role of Non-Proteininogenic Amino Acids

Workshop: 17 - 20 May 2016, Leiden, the Netherlands

Scientific Organizers
- A. Alia, Leiden U/Leipzig U
- John Berry, Florida International U
- Daniel Huster, Leipzig U
- Kenneth Rodgers, UTS Sydney

Topics
- NPAAs: Diversity in Environmental and Endogenous Sources
- Roles in Aging and Cellular Processes
- Misincorporation into Proteins
- Direct Effects as Neuroactive Molecules
- Data Gaps, and Scientific/Technical Challenges

The Lorentz Center is an international center for scientific workshops. Its aim is to organize workshops for researchers in an atmosphere that fosters collaborative work, discussions and interactions. For registration see: www.lorentzcenter.nl

NPAAs abound in the environment, and a rising tide of evidence suggests a profound contribution of these diverse molecules to neurodegenerative diseases. Background image: NASA Earth Observatory. Poster design: SuperNova Studios NL.